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ACROSS
1 Company whose

products go by a
nickname based on
its first two letters

4 Chicago's Standard
Oil Building was
renamed after it,
aptly, in 1985

9 Places where you
might be happy
about places, briefly

13 Not allowing for
much growth

15 Prepare to drag
16 Carnival line feature?
17 Fashion invention

named for a car
18 "I'm very happy

about that"
20 Sets a date with,

potentially
22 Hurt by helping
23 Affect with an odor,

maybe
24 Doug, to Frank, on

"House of Cards"
26 Base that sounds

fake?
27 It often causes

discomfort when
made in a restaurant

29 Launcher of the
"Next Pro" league in
2022

30 Slam on a kind of
"track"

31 Treatment of one's
country with godlike
reverence

35 "Sorry... back to the
issue"

38 "I don't see any
issues"

39 Hosts are presented
at one

41 Prospective
"Jeopardy!"
contestants often use
one to practice
ringing in

42 "Bad" folks who are
quite good

43 Member of the
biggest hunting
group in the animal
kingdom (over
200,000 members at
once)

44 One who's reached
beyond seniority?

46 Note for gondoliers,
once

47 "Look here, pal..."
49 Classic jeans whose

brand name was
(well... still is, really)
Spanish for the
Romani people

52 Helps for TV
monologues

55 Farm feeder
56 Laboratory PC

setups, often
57 Nothing to sweat

about
58 "Wide Sargasso Sea"

tells of her husband's
first marriage

59 Word that's bad to
hear when you
thought you were
done being a captive
audience

60 Sports book material
61 People may think you

have it if you answer
the phone with their
name and they
somehow don't know
about caller ID

DOWN
1 Team with the

mascot Big Al, to fans
2 Many hope for

negative results from
them

3 Whom Armie
Hammer played in
"The Social Network"

4 You might say you
aren't one to do it

5 Succumb to
radiation, in a way

6 Mammals are not,
despite myth, born
with all of them that
they'll ever have

7 Product of animal
recycling efforts

8 Leaned, and then
some

9 Big monitor of
radiation levels

10 Two shakes
11 Traditional Polish

Jewish onion rolls
12 Lots of charging

often results from
them

14 Causes a rift in, as an
ideological group

19 See 51-Down
21 Endless threat?
24 Word often glossed

over during a trial by
media

25 First line from tech
support, sometimes

27 Common "Jeopardy!"
subj.

28 One often bummed
29 Therapeutic health

club
30 Master's "successor"
32 Drink limit?
33 "Sensational

spelling" in the home
and garden store

34 It may lead into "You
were right"

36 _____ Kylo Ren
(parody "Star Wars"
Twitter account)

37 _____ que (French "as
soon as")

39 Capital city that's an
anagram of a
member of a
kingdom

40 Like some currents
passed through one
end of a battery

44 Pick out
45 It covers the big

shots
46 Says that an awful

thing is thickening,
say?

48 5/10, e.g.
49 Barbie worker's call,

maybe
50 Half a century on the

Argo
51 With 19-Down,

beginning to
process?

53 It actually has
different accents,
though it isn't
spoken: Abbr.

54 It can be folded in a
technique called
"origami" in
nanotech


